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Where are you?
Real-time tracking and prediction
of user movement in computer
networks
Introduction
In today’s computer networks there is a lot of diverse traffic and if we analyze it, we can
infer user's behavior, monitor the network functionality and detect malicious activity. The
user of the computer network can either be a person or a computer.

Related work
Currently there are specialized research fields for malicious activity detection, user activity
inference and network monitoring. All these three fields have seen significant development
in recent years.
The analysis of user behavior ranges from simple statistics, like classification of traffic, distribution of users over a day and over different access points, to more complex machine learning algorithms. They analyze user movement from their log-in credentials or network
addresses of user devices, however, to best of our knowledge no complex analysis of user
movement in computer networks has been conducted.

Idea
Current solutions inspect network traffic independent from distinguishing between users
and omit the cases, where users change their network access point or new users start using
the same access point.
We propose a deeper analysis of user activity with emphasis on their spatial movements
and temporal patterns over multiple access points.
This analysis could create additional knowledge, with which we will be able to detect,
describe, predict and prevent advance, complex and higher level malicious activity, social
behavior and monitoring of the network itself. The knowledge acquired through this kind of
analysis would bring new competitive edge to enterprises.

Our approach
We propose a framework for analysis of user activity in enterprise networks that will use
user activity matching in addition to network addresses and log-in credentials. It will be
based on incremental clustering with added concept drift adaptation and cluster re-initialization.
We will present each cluster with a vector of attributes, that we store outside of the clustering algorithm. We will then use nearest neighbor search algorithm to match the user activity
to their previous activity independently of the time difference and network access point. To
solve issues with large volume and velocity of traffic, we will use flows to aggregate our input
data and for storage and computation, we will use on-line distributed system.
Empirical evaluation of our solution will be done in real-time on our university computer
network.
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